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INTRODUCTION & BACKGROUND

HOGAE LOCATION CONSISTENT WITH EXPERIMENTAL DATA

•Toroidicity-induced AEs (TAEs), with frequency wTAE=vA/(2qR0), are one of
the most extensively studied Alfvénic instabilities in tokamaks;
•Here, we report and discuss Alfvénic activity observed on JET experiments,
at about half the TAE frequency, in NBI/ICRH heated plasmas (Fig. 1);
•The frequency of beta-induced acoustic AEs (BAAEs) due to lowest-order
geodesic curvature terms, wBAAE~2b1/2wTAE, is too low (b~10-2);
•Higher-order geodesic curvature terms, due mainly to plasma elongation k,
open additional gaps of size ~b1/2(k2-1) at higher frequencies [1]:

•Reflectometry measurements for rpol>0.5 only, no AEs detected there;
•Coherence between magnetic/SXR signals for channels crossing rpol<0.5.
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FIG.4. Reflectometry data for JET pulse
#90198: reference spectrogram of the
magnetic signal (bottom); radial location
(middle, bue) and safety factor (middle,
green) at the cut-off layer; reflectometer
spectrogram (KG8c, top).
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•High-order geodesic AEs (or HOGAEs) inside these previously unexplored
gaps are next employed to explain the experimental observations.
FIG.1. Alfvénic activity
observed in JET pulse #90198,
with TAEs around 150kHz and
lower-frequency AEs near
80kHz in the time interval
between 47 and 48 seconds (40
seconds have been subtracted
from the time base).

FIG. 4. magnetic signal
(top right), SXR coherence
for channels crossing
(middle right) and not
crossing (bottom right)
the AE; SXR lines-of-sight
(left, green lines): central
channels (7-12) show
coherence, others (1-6
and 13-17) do not.

Drpol=0.05

RESONANT INTERACTIONS WITH ENERGETIC IONS
ENERGY EXCHANGE BY DRIFT-KINETIC CODE CASTOR-K:
• Thermal D (after impurity-dilution correction): gthD/w = -0.011;
• NBI-heated D (distribution function by ASCOT): gNBI-D/w = -0.001;
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FIG. 2. Shear-Alfvén
(xAm) and acoustic
(xSm) continua for 0.2
q=1+4rpol2, b=10-2,
m=4, n=2:
(a) uncoupled
cylindrical limit (dots) 0.1
and lowest-order
ωBAAE
circular equilibria
(a)
(lines); (b) high-order
couplings enabled by 0
0.4
the elongation k=1.3
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FIG. 5. ICRH-heated H density
and temperature by PION

ANISOTROPIC fICRH:
•Separable distribution;
•Resonant-layer width
2R0dICRH, centred at LICRH;
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EXPERIMENTAL OBSERVATIONS AND MHD ANALYSIS
MEASUREMENTS FOR JET #90198 AT 48 SECONDS:
•AE with frequency 83.2kHz and toroidal mode number n=2;
•n=2 NTM at 12.2kHz, whence the rotation frequency 6.1kHz at q=3/2;
•Electron density and temperature measured by HRTS and LIDAR;
IDEAL-MHD ANALYSIS:
• Equilibrium reconstructed by EFIT with Faraday-rotation constraints;
• Continua by CSCAS: gaps open towards the axis for n=2 only (Fig. 3);
• HOGAE computed by CASTOR: frequency 82.7 kHz (after Doppler-shift
correction) agrees with measurements, AE located in the core (rpol<0.44).
FIG. 3. JET #90198
continua at 48 s for
n=1,3 (left) and n=2
(right); Vertical lines
at the rational
surfaces with lowest q
for each n; Radial
structure of the n=2
HOGAE (dominant
harmonics only, in
a.u.)

TAB. 1. Scan of ICRH
driving rates over dICRH
FIG. 6. Resonant energy
exchange: damping from
strongly passing thermal
(L~0, left) and drive from
trapped ICRH-heated H
ions (L=LICRH+dICRH, right)

CONCLUSION
•Alfvénic activity on JET plasmas, below but close to wTAE, was reported;
•Its properties were explained using a model coupling shear-Alfvén and
acoustic continua that depends strongly on the elongation of JET plasmas.
•HOGAEs predicted frequencies/locations agree with measurements;
•HOGAEs were found to be driven unstable by ICRH-heated ions (~300keV)
if their distribution-function anisotropy is sufficiently high.
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